Submission Form LINK:
https://etdadmin.ohiolink.edu/

Congratulations! You are almost at your goal!

This document offers a walk-through for what you will encounter during your ETD submission.

As you work on your dissertation and as you prepare the final document, please review your dissertation handbook and ALL the information on these informational web pages:

http://libguides.phd.antioch.edu/audissertations

Your ETD Library Team member may have more specific instructions for submission in your program and can offer assistance, so please stay in touch with her.

- PhD ES: Rachel Sperling: rsperling1@antioch.edu
- PhD Marriage & Family: Cary Jardine: cjardine@antioch.edu
- PsyD AUNE: Catherine Peterson: cpeterson@antioch.edu
- PsyD AUSB: Christine Forte: cforte@antioch.edu
- PsyD AUSEA: Bev Stuart: bstuart@antioch.edu
- PhD Leadership & Change: Deb Baldwin: dbaldwin1@antioch.edu
Fore general questions around copyright, formatting, etc. and information about multimedia inclusion, your are welcome to contact the ETD Coordinator

Deborah Baldwin  
Electronic Theses and Dissertation Coordinator, Antioch University

dbaldwin1@antioch.edu
SKYPE : debbaldwin
TWITTER: phdlibrarian
LibAnswers : Ask a Question : http://antiochphd.libanswers.com
LibAnswers: Txt a Question: 603-244-3319
Begin Here: The Submission Link

https://etdadmin.ohiolink.edu/ap:LOGIN:220677466075001

Screen 1.: Create an Account

If you get this message and are using Firefox, it may still work. Newer versions of Firefox are not necessarily detected right away by the screen. Continue or switch browsers.
Screen Two: New User Registration

- Choose Submitter/Student Account
- Enter your name as you use in the dissertation

Below:
We DO NOT RECOMMEND YOU PUT IN YOUR YEAR OF BIRTH

- This is your contact information for OHIOLINK, Proquest, and Antioch - should there be any problems with your dissertation.
- Should Proquest / UMI ever need to send you a royalty, this is the address that they will use. It must be kept current with them.
- This information will NOT show on the screen.
- EXCEPT

- If you choose to click the button that reveals your email address.
- Letting your email address show is ENTIRELY optional. You cannot change it.
- Please use your most enduring email address.
Once you have logged in with your new password, you are ready to begin.

AGREEMENT

You are only submitting if you have an approved finished dissertation.

You are agreeing to this. The most important word here is NON-EXCLUSIVE. You have the complete copyright and are not relinquishing it. All you are doing is giving your school & OhioLink the right to archive the dissertation in open access. This is a mission based requirement of Antioch University.

***It is never a good idea to give anyone the EXCLUSIVE rights to your copyright. You will be solicited by "publishers," Beware.
By submitting, you agree to the following:

**OhioLINK ETD Center Publication Agreement**

I hereby grant to the Ohio Library and Information Network (OhioLINK) and to my school THE NON-EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO ARCHIVE, REPRODUCE AND DISTRIBUTE MY THESIS OR DISSERTATION, in whole or in part, and/or my abstract, in whole or in part, in and from an electronic format, subject to the release date subsequently stipulated in this submittal form and approved by my school.

I represent and warrant that THE THESIS OR DISSERTATION AND ITS ABSTRACT ARE MY ORIGINAL WORK, do not infringe or violate any rights of others, and that I make these grants as the sole owner of the rights of my thesis and dissertation and its abstract. I warrant that I HAVE OBTAINED WRITTEN PERMISSIONS FROM THE OWNER(S) OF EACH THIRD PARTY COPYRIGHTED MATTER to be included in my thesis or dissertation and will supply copies of such upon request by my school. I acknowledge that OhioLINK and my school will not distribute my thesis or dissertation or its abstract if, in their reasonable judgment, they believe all such rights have not been secured.

I acknowledge that I RETAIN OWNERSHIP RIGHTS TO THE COPYRIGHT OF MY WORK. I also retain the right to use all or part of this thesis or dissertation in future works (such as articles or books).
Paper Information:

- Everything on this form must match the dissertation information.
- **Title:** Please retype using standard capitalization per the example: **DO NOT USE ALL CAPS**
- **Abstract:** You can copy and paste to get it right, but be sure you are not copying in returns.
- **Pay attention to special character codes**
- **Keywords limited to 255 characters.** Think about topic, population, venue, methodology words
- **The subject headings are not perfect.** You don’t need to use a lot of them. What category[ies] fit your paper.
- **Pagination:** Roman/ Last numbered page [xi, 343]. Or Last numbered page [343] or total number of PDF pages [453].
Degree Information

- Enter your Committee names in the order they appear in your ETD with the chair, FIRST.
- External Readers, Student Readers -- all appear as OTHER
Permissions

Copyright

ONLY choose Creative Commons Options if

- You have thoroughly read and understand the CC option you are applying
- You understand that your CC license is NOT revocable
- You have already put a statement of CC License on the copyright page of your Dissertation
- You have already put a statement of CC License in your abstract.

So, if you are only considering this adding a CC license at the point of submission of an approved PDF, it is too late.

For more information: Click tab
On http://libguides.phd.antioch.edu/audissertations
Most programs at AU do not allow delays. If you have written permission from your department for a delay of publication, please send that permission to etd@antioch.edu.
UMI/Proquest Submission:

Antioch University requires that all dissertations are submitted to UMI Proquest, the official Dissertation Depository of the Library of Congress. Experts in long term storage, UMI will preserve your dissertation, but also sell it. UMI is a print-on-demand publisher. The UMI catalog is the *Dissertations and Theses database*. They might also list your dissertation for sale in other places. [although we have yet to see that.]

We have this database in Full–Text at AU, but most schools only have abstracts. As long as you keep your address current with UMI [the address you gave when you created your submission account], UMI will send you royalties once they reach 25.00.

Most schools require multiple submissions; one to UMI, one to the open access archive. With Ohiolink, however, we are able to have one form for both submission to Ohiolink ETD Center and UMI/Proquest. The PDF, supplemental files [if any] and the metadata [information about the dissertation] are all handed off to UMI form the Ohiolink form. This section of the form addresses that process.

This is the Correct Answer:

- Upload my paper to UMI for the traditional publishing option. I understand that I must maintain a current mailing address with UMI to remain eligible to receive royalties.

READ MORE about UMI

http://libguides.phd.antioch.edu/audissertations
UMI Publishers Agreement

- Note the UMI Publishers Agreement may be confusing because it is written with the assumption that you are doing an individual submission to UMI.

Registration of Copyright:

The form is asking if you want UMI to pass the information on to the Library of Congress to register your copyright.
There is no reason to register a copyright unless you are involved in a legal suit. You already HAVE copyright by virtue of being the author.

If you like you may separately register your copyright at the Library of Congress. [35.00] Library of Congress Copyright Registration

Note: The Phd Program in Leadership and Change DOES pay for LC copyright registration. ONLY L & C students should click yes on this box.
Document [and supplemental file] Upload

There should be ONE PDF loaded first under Thesis Dissertation:

**Document Type**: Thesis/Dissertation

**File**: Choose File  No file chosen

This is your final approved copy. Your ETD Coordinator may replace this with the approved copy submitted to the ETD Office.

**Supplemental Files**: If you have supplemental files: e.g. datasets, spreadsheets, multimedia files, animations to submit, they must be

- Approved by your chair
- Mentioned in the abstract of your dissertation
- Appear in the appropriate section of the Table of Contents

To Upload:

Change the Document Type to Supplemental Documents

**Document Type**: Supplemental Documents

**File**: Choose File  No file chosen

Read more about multimedia file standards and supplemental documents here:

[http://libguides.phd.antioch.edu/audissertations](http://libguides.phd.antioch.edu/audissertations)
Review

- Carefully read the review page
- You have 30 days to submit this document until the form expires
- You may be contacted by the ETD Coordinator with questions, so please monitor the email.
- You will be notified by email when the submission is complete.